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By James Annear 
Initiated on May 
23rd, 1986, The Rollins 
Resolution has proved 
itself t_o be a successful 
campaign. With · a 
projected goal of 33.8 
million dollar s--over 
40% of which has· 
already been raised--
much of the capital 
campaign is . being, 
and indeed has been, 
realized. A great deal 
of the plan ($5 .7 
million) is allotted for 
new facilities, the bulk 
of which are 
academically oriented. 
New athletic facilities 
account for a projected 
eight hundred 
thousand dollars and 
include _ plans for 
Library 
Period 
Hours 
May 10 thru May 12--8 a.m. tO.t 2 · a.m 
Friday, May 13--8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
*Saturday, May 14-:10 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
*Sunday, May 15--10 · a.m. to 2a.m. 
Mon. & Tues., May 16 & 17--8 a.m. to 2 am. 
Wednesday, May 18--8 a.m. to- 5 p.m. 
*Extended hours. 
Please note that all Rollins College 
library books must be returned by 
May 15. Books borrowed from UCF 
must be returned there by May 15. 
raquetball courts, a 
fitness center, a new 
boathouse, and ,a six 
court tennis com.plex. 
The complex is said to 
_ be ·state of the art, 
offering, among other 
things, stadium 
seating and lights. It 
will be built in a tiered 
formation on a site 
which rests between 
Holt Hall and the 
Enyart-Alumni Field 
House. Although the 
gr9und breaking 
ceremonies took place· 
a few weeks ago, there 
has been little 
·progress, for want of a 
better word, and much 
controversy. 
Although the 
plans were approved 
over four years ago 
(note that the _ 
campaign itself was 
not. i n ex i s t e n c e 
(officially) _until two 
years ago) by a faculty 
Hope For 
By Mike Truax 
As the only 
, remaining sub editor 
of the 1987-88 Rollins 
Sandspur, I would like 
to state that the 
Sandspur is indeed 
alive and well, and 
would also like to 
cordially invite you, 
the Rollins 
community, to 
participate in its 
reem-ergence as a 
force on campus. Next 
year's S andspur will 
appear on a monthly 
basis with a total of 
nine issues. You may 
board. a heated debate 
has arisen. In 1986, a 
-com-mittee, dubbed the 
Campus Environment 
Committee, was created 
whose sole purpose 
was to report on the 
environmental 
impacts of any and all 
campus development 
projects. As it turns 
out, the committee was 
overlooked in the 
development process 
involving the new 
tennis complex. 
Indeed, although the 
committee had been 
aware of the plans 
since the spring of last 
year, they were under 
the impression that 
the project was in 
limbo. The chair of the 
Campus Environment 
Committee (CEC), I?r. 
Barry Allen, stated in a 
recent report to the 
Council on 
Ad ministration and 
Budget that Vice 
President Jesse 
Morgan "told the 
· Committee that the 
project was 'on hold' 
and that when final 
. plans were developed 
the committee would 
be consulted. This, 
however, did not 
occur." On April 16th, 
upon learning of the 
_ advanced state of the 
project and that 
approximately 50 trees 
had been tagged for 
removal, Dr. Allen 
contacted President 
Seymour, who, in turn, 
ordered a work 
stoppage. 
The committee's 
concerns were 
twofold. The first lay 
with the imminent 
removal of a large 
number of trees and 
the consequent 
elimination of one of 
(continued on pg.3) 
The Sandspur 
laugh, but the 
Sandspur is for real. 
Taking the helm is 
new managing editor 
Jim An.near, of 
Bourgeois Bob fame. 
He has the motivation, 
time and leadership 
skills necessary to 
tum the Sand spur into 
a first class 
newspaper. 
First of all, what 
happened to Florida's 
oldest college 
newspaper? No, the 
Pulse did not drive the 
Spur off campus, and 
had nothing to do with 
its disappearance. To 
be fair, many of the 
former Sandspur 
personnel simply did 
not have sufficient 
time nor energy to 
devote their full 
attention ·to the 
Sands pur. However, 
this can not and will 
not happen again. 
Rollins remains a 
campus of many 
differing ideas and 
opm1ons that need to 
be addressed in an 
open forum which the 
, 1988-89 Sandspur will 
provide. As managing 
editor, Jim Annear will 
(continued on pg.3) 
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Fraternities Under Fire Across U.S. THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
(CPS) -- Just days 
~fter G e t t y s b u r g 
College i n 
Pennsylvania joined 
Stanford University 
and Franklin and 
Marshall College i n 
threatening to c 1 o s e 
down 'their fraternity 
systems, greeks 
chapters at . t h e 
universities o f 
M a r y 1 -an d a n d 
CaliforIJ.ia at Davis as 
well as at M i c h i g an 
St ate, Stetson · a n d 
F l orid a S t a t e 
universities go t into 
trouble . 
Florida State Dean of 
Students James Hayes 
suspended Pi A Ip h a 
Kappa after a grand 
jury said April 22 that a 
woman had been raped 
at the house in March, 
but that fraternity 
members refused to 
cooperate in the 
investigation of the 
incident. 
"We're sickened" by 
the incident in 
which an 1 8 - ye a r - old 
woman was raped by 
more than one person, 
and found to be s o 
drunk that her life was 
in danger and the 
fraternity b r o t h e r s ' 
silence in the 
investigation into it, 
Hayes said. 
The Pi Kappa Alpha 
chapter at Stetson, 
another FI or id a 
university, was a I so 
suspended . April 15 in 
the wake of reports a 
woman was sex u a 11 y 
assaulted at an April 9 
fraterni ty party. 
At M a r y I a n d , 
student Gina Downin 
charged last week that 
a Phi Sigma Delta 
pledge leader had 
.insulted and forcibly 
kissed her during a 
March in.cident in 
which she interrupted 
a pledge class, grouped 
in front of the campus 
library, chanting a 
song about raping a 
woman in a bar. 
In a hearing last 
week, pledge leader 
Eric Tievy denied there 
was "any physical 
contact," though he 
confirmed he had had 
Open for Lunch & Dinner 
Monday thru Saturday 
.., 
s 
an angry 
confrontation with 
Downin about the song. 
Phi Sigma Delta 
President Steve Epstein 
said the public 
controversy has been 
"disruptive" to the 
chapter. 
Similarly, a Yale 
University group 
blamed the failure of 
an early April meeting 
to start a Zeta Beta Tau 
chapter on campus on 
publicity ansmg from 
the University of 
Pennsylvania's March 
banning of a ZBT house 
for hiring strippers to 
perform at a rush 
party. School for the mechanically declined 
In early April, the 
Delta Sigma Phi 
fraternity cancelled a 
"bikini and lingerie 
show" featuring 
professional models at a 
spring · rush event after 
learning a local 
women's group 
planned to picket the 
event, the California 
Aggie reported. 
And Michigan State 
police arrested 2 Delta 
Chi fratemi ty mem hers 
for allegedly stealing 
8,000 copies of the 
April 19 edition of the 
State News, the campus 
paper. 
Delta Chi President 
Jon Boos, who said the 
thefts were the acts of 
individuals, not the 
house, theorized the 
· papers "were taken 
because (the suspects) 
were upset that "the 
paper had printed 
photos of a Delta Chi 
members tied to a 
flagpole while other 
members showered him 
with garbage. 
Delta Chi members, 
upon hearing of the 
arrest, · helped 
• redistribute the stolen 
8,000 . copies of the 
paper. 
College Students Now Less 
Materialistic 
(CPS) Students · having summer meaningful philosophy 
graduating from vacations anymore. of life." 
college this spring say The Levi's ,, report, 
they.'11 miss their moreover, painted a 
friends more than less materialistic 
anything else about picture of American 
campus life, a new collegians than the 
survey says. annual University of 
Asked · what they California_ at Los· 
most regret leaving An·geles-American 
behind at college, 68 Council on Education 
percent of the students survey of . college 
surveyed by Levi freshman. 
Strauss & Co. -named In the UCLA survey 
their friends. -- released in January -
A · little more than - of 200,000 freshman 
half the students -- 54 around the country, 
In the Levi 501 
Report survey of 
seniors, released April 
22, huge majorities of 
students said having 
friends, "having a 
happy re I at ions hip 
with another p e rs on " 
and "being a . g o o d 
parent" were the most 
important elements in 
"achieving success." 
percent-- said they'd rising numbers of "Being wealthy" was 
m"iss having flexible freshman said earning only the 13th most 
hours most, while 36 a lot of money was frequently n a m e d 
percent are most , upset more important to them attribute in the Levi's 
by the prospect of not . than ha V ing II a survey. 
f~\ 
-~,· _ EXAM TIME BLUES????? 
-- r.-------------------~-, 
I MIDNIGHT 0rderade11cious12• I I saall pizza with DIE I 
I MADNESS topping for only ; I, $ 3 _99 Sl.ttl (tax included!) I 
1 Our 12• saall pizza I i .a~, :~;~:!!::~·serving i 
I E _j AFTER 12 MIDNIGHT ONLY I 
I -·. - • OFFER GOOD THRU I 
L!!!~~!!.? •••• ~l~!~!!._j 
NO COUPON NECESSARY 
Process.... from page 1 
the .. last remaining 
green spaces on 
campus. The second 
concern was that, as 
Barry Allen stated , 
"the faculty legislated 
process for the review 
of such projects was 
not followed. That is, 
the project was going 
forward without 
review" by the Campus 
Environment 
Committee. Vice 
President Robert 
Bowie, successor to Mr. 
Jesse Morgan , 
disagreed. Basing his 
argument on the 
premise that the 
committee was formed 
after the initial 
faculty approval of the 
tennis facility he 
asked (rhetorically ), 
"Do pre-approved 
plans need to be 
appr_oved again?" In 
response, Dr. Allen 
stated that although 
the CEC does not have 
the power to approve, 
per se, they do have 
the expertise 
necessary to make 
feasible 
environmental 
improvements to . 
suggested projects and 
"for the college not to 
take advantage of that 
is silly." 
In his defense, Vice 
President Bowie 
explained that his 
review of this project 
upon his arrival at 
Rollins gave him the 
impression that it had 
already been approved 
by the CEC. Moreover, 
subsequent to CEC 
com plaints, he and 
President Seymour 
along with the cam pus 
ar·chitect, Mr. Bill 
Turner, visited the site 
and removed tags · from 
twenty-one trees. 
These trees, however, 
had only been slated 
for removal for fear 
that they would drop 
.. 
leaves on the courts. 
On Saturday, April 
30th, the displacement 
of several large trees 
was initiated. At least 
five, including two 
huge oaks, were 
uprooted that 
morning. The work 
stoppage had been 
lifted four d.ays before 
the CEC was to make 
its report to the 
Council on 
Administration ana 
Budget. It would 
appear, therefore , that 
despite statements (by 
Vice President for 
Development , Mr. 
Warren~ Johnson) that 
the Campus 
Environment 
Committee "should 
have been made 
aware ," and "we all try 
very hard .. .it does 
happen but it 
shouldn't," the 
bureaucratic process 
continues undaunted, 
content to sweep it all 
under the rug. 
Dr. Allen stated, 
"Although we felt 
there was ll......:..Q 
deliberate attempt to 
bypass_ (the) 
committee, it is 
obvious that the 
committee was unable 
to carry out its 
mandate from the 
faculty because it 
entered the process 
only when the project 
was fajt accomoli." 
Vice President Robert 
Bowie and Mr. Warren 
Johnson agreed that, 
"none of us ·especially 
like to take down 
trees ... a lot of people 
here care." If this . 
statement is valid, 
then, given the 
troubles associated 
with this p r o j e c t , 
there should be no 
chance that the CEC 
will a g a 1 n be 
overlooked in the 
development process. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
_,m,itf4W;H(~~ 
m ])umps 111 
iH of the ru 
n; World itf*I 
-.·. . ~-.~~~~111 
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Convocation costs excessive? 
Nobel Laureate Dr. Donald ·cram speaks 
fondly of old times during convocation . . 
Was there too much money 
spent on the recent 
Convocation? According to Vice 
President of Development and 
College Relations, Mr. Warren 
Johnson, the answer is no. 
Categorically, definively, and 
absolutely, no. The cost for all 
the functions on campus and the 
special envoy sent to Sweden to 
entice Dr. Cram to visit Rollins 
was only slightly above $22,000. 
As a direct result of the entire 
affair a total of $160,000 has 
already been donated to buy 
much needed s Ci en Ce 
equipment. The reasons cited for 
the initial i11:vestment were only 
two. The first is that it is likely 
that it will be a very .long time 
before Rollins has another 
Nobel laureate. Secondly, the 
. opportunity to raise money for. . 
the school's Capital Campaign 
has never before manifested 
itself in a more appealing 
· fashion. Dr. Cram's visit was 
both a financial and mo r a 1 e 
lifting success. 
Hope for Sandspur .... from page 1 
provide this sports will occur 
opportunity, · and will - through in depth 
change the S andspur reporting that will not 
in creative, yet compete with the 
realistic, ways in order Pulse. While the Pulse 
to make this happen. will announce events 
With a broad beforehand, the 
background in Sandspur's job will be 
wntmg, management to follow up with 
and organization, Jim opinionated as well as 
has the necessary objective articles. 
confidence, However, as Jim told 
leadership skills and me personally, "our 
creativity , required for job isn't to please 
producing a first class anybody," so expect 
publication. This is some controversy. In 
why I endorsed Jim as addit'ion, the 
the 1988-89 managing entertainment section 
editor. - will include national 
In his proposal to comic strips, such as 
the Publications Calvin and Hobbes, 
Union, Jim states that B 1 o om County , 
his goal is to create a Doonesbury and the 
25-30 page monthly Far Side, giving the 
paper that will paper instant 
"surpass any level of credibility. 
excellence in in the As far as sports are 
paper's history," and concerned, my 
also points out that specific objective will 
l "revitalization is not be to develop a sports 
i n o r d e r , staff that will be able 
reconstruction is." to cover nearly all 
Thus, next year's Rollins sports events. 
Sandspur will have a Because Rollins has a 
totally new look and diversity of successful 
approach·. sports, all areas need 
Basically, the paper to be covered 
will be divided into six adequately, which 
different sections: requires your support. 
news, opinion, sports, Also, emphasis will be 
entertainment, placed on opinions and 
miscellany, and a on national sporting 
theme section which · issues. Statistics, box 
will cover a different scores and late 
topic each issue. breaking information 
Coverage of news and will be included in the 
Sandspur, but look for 
the Tar Calendar in. the 
Pulse. 
However, for the 
Sandspur to be truly 
successful, we need 
your support. Sudent 
support this . year was 
good, but next year 
can be even better. 
· With Jim's idea of 
establishing the 
Sandspur as a top · 
quality newspaper, 
writing for the 
Sandspur should b e 
even more beneficial. 
Recruiting o f 
freshmen will occur 
this summer, b u t 
continued support 
from upperclassmen is 
necessary next fall. 
Give us a chance, you 
may be pleasantly sur-
prised. 
AU 1H/5 
COVU? Be V€KY VN€THJC/ll .' 
OR IU€611l I 0/Z ~ WOR5e .. , MOKflll,Y 5HIIKY/ \ 
~-- ........ --~ ....,._,__
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Redefining 
by Laura Hope-Gill 
As I was walking 
along Fairbanks toward 
Holt Hall yesterday, I 
saw a sign announcing 
the latest changes 
occurring on the 
Rollins campus. The 
sign read in jubilant 
blue letters "Rollins 
College Tennis 
Complex." It named the 
benefactors of the 
project and had a logo 
of crossed rackets and a 
blue tennis ball. 
Behind the sign I 
found a disturbing 
sight. I saw trees lying 
on the sand, their roots 
touching daylight and 
wishing for food. 
There was a man in a 
yellow Caterpillar 
backhoe strikfog at 
any tree with a white 
plastic ribbon around 
its trunk. 
I asked the man 
what he was doing, and 
he told me he was 
Progress 
( tiie land for tennis 
-;, 
courts ·is justified. 
However, we all know 
damn well that this is 
not the case. Rollins 
wants to provide an 
environment of 
intellectual and 
personal growth for its 
students. The . truth of 
this shows the falsity of 
the foreman's words.If 
a specific goal · exists, 
all acts toward 
_reaching it may be 
called progress . All 
other acts may not. 
protest the destruction 
of the trees, but it may 
not be too late to ask 
that it be justifified. 
There are already eight 
courts on campus. Why 
not use the proposed 
land to build what the 
campus really needs? 
The land between 
the Fred Stone and Holt 
Hall sho:uld be the site 
of new prime housing. 
The reason Fine Arts 
and Kappa Kappa 
Gamma lost their 
ho_using is the shortage 
three, new houses. If will have made a 
these houses are mistake it must live 
constructed, more with. The construction 
prime housing would of houses on that land 
be available, and the would alleviate the 
enmity which arises hostility which will, 
from groups losing and does, exist when 
their houses would be groups _ lose their 
avoided. houses. It will also join 
The construction of two factions of campus, 
houses would serve Holt Avenue along 
another purpose. which most residences 
Currently, Holt Hall, are and those three 
Phlug, and Harmon, are buildings on ' the far 
isolated from the rest of side of the Field House 
the campus by the Field lot. 
house parking lot. New If courts are b u i I t 
the image Rollins is 
supposedly trying t o 
escape will capture it, 
and the area lying 
beyond the Fred Stone 
will be left at a 
pronou nced d i s t ance 
from the res t of 
residenti al Rollins . 
The solution is 
, being paid to uproot all 
the trees with white 
obvious. Rollins should 
delay the construc tion 
of the tennis courts 
until it has a d d r e s s e d 
the more obvious and 
less · luxurious needs of 
the _ campus. If trees 
must be killed by men 
in yellow machines, I et 
it be en route to a goa l. 
ribbons tied around 
them. As I looked 
around, I · saw that 
about thirty trees stood 
around me, each one 
marked with a white 
plastic ribbon. These 
trees were standing in 
the way of the "Rollins 
College Tennis 
Complex." I asked the 
foreman . what he · 
thought of tearing 
down trees for tennis 
courts. He called it 
"progress." 
Noah Webster 
People often construe 
Webster's definition as 
meaning simply "to 
move." They build 
things because they 
have the money 
without looking at the 
consequences, or 
considering the 
Residential h ouse s 
wou ld be worthwhile 
purpose. A R o 11 i. 11 s 
College Tennis Complex 
will not. We do no t 
need more courts. To 
of prime housing for resident houses would build more is an act of 
students who are not bridge the distance, change for the sake of 
involved in the socially as well as change, not for the 
residential groups geographically. The sake of progress. 
(This fact is buried in land beyond the Field I saw the last of the 
the letter from Housing House parking lot trees with a white 
in the Pu 1 s·e in - one w o u 1 d become ri!'>bon go down today_. 
. brief sentence.) populated and assume I saw the last of the 
Everyone knows an identity. The trees with a ·whi .:. 
more organizations will campus would be ribbon go down tod r y. 
lose their houses next unified. It was all too viol .:.nt, 
spring. The land in ., If the Rollins and I will remembf;r it 
defines "progress" as "a 
move toward a goal." If 
the goal of Rollins 
College is to perpetuate 
the countrr club 
: im~g~, -then' the· use of 
alternatives. I fear this 
is the case with the 
Rollins C~llege Tennis 
Complex. · 
· It is too late to 
question provides a College Tennis Complex -as senseless. 
great site for two, if not materializes, Rollins 
Where Will it End -
by Daniel Craig 
My freshman year · at 
Rollins was a little scary. I 
was three states away 
from where I had spent 
most of my life and I was 
away from friends I had 
~ never left before. When I 
arrived · here, I was 
depressed and ~pset; I 
needed . someone or 
something to make me 
feel better. 
:c 
Walking by Lake 
Virginia, I noticed a large 
tree, its bark facing the 
lake shaped Hke the back 
of a chair. I sat down, my· 
back against the tree . 
From there I could see 
everything. I saw ~ the 
sunlight glistening ~- on 
the water, ducks caring 
for their young, and tiny 
spiders dancing ballets on 
the smooth surf ace of the 
water. 
I began to 
that a Dryad, 
imagine 
a wood 
nymph, lived within the 
tree, her supple ~ingers 
massaged the tension 
from my shoulders. The 
tree became my sylvan 
_ security blanket, my 
gateway into a calmer 
world. 
In my junior year, · I 
moved to an apartment off 
campus. Although my 
visits to campus were now 
less frequent, I still 
visited my tree, and it still 
had its calming effect. I 
noticed that other people 
had found the spot as well, 
but they · didn't share the 
bond with the tree that I 
did. 
Last week, the trees 
behind Holt were 
destroyed, · uprooted and 
splintered into a tangled 
mass of death. I was 
furious. How could 
·. anyone leC this happen? I 
realize that funds were 
given to build new tennis 
courts, but isn't that a 
Ii ttle ex c es s iv e ? We 
already have two sets of 
c<>urts, why not repair 
and cover one of those? 
Why weren't the trees 
. moved and replanted? I 
have since learned that 
· for every tree destroyed , 
at least one new one w i 11 
be planted. Does this 
justify the massacre?. 
What about the hundreds 
of birds, squirrels and 
other animals that m ad e 
those trees their home? 
Where will they go now? 
Yesterday, I read Th e 
1' u ls e. !' .. learned of the 
landscaping p I ans 
between the boathouse 
and the pool. This i s 
where my tree lives. Is it 
doomed to be destroyed? 
Will they ruin an already 
peaceful site in order to 
'beautify'? Where will it 
end? 
Be sure to catch Doonesbury, 
Bloom County, and Calvin . 
and Hobbes on pages 6,7,8!!! 
-THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
The Lone Ranger, long since retired, 
makes an unpleasant discovery. 
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--------------MAILBAG--------------
.. 
The Imminence of Graduation 
by Tracey Johnson 
Daily, graduation 
nears. With the 
thought · of its arrival, 
fear, excitement, and 
anticipation 
overwhelm my head. 
But I am ready for the 
day to come. Ready in 
the sense that my 
expectation of . 
graduation is no longer 
negative. I've decided 
that May 22 can only be 
as good as I allow it to 
be. Enough of the self-
defeating thoughts like 
"I'll never find a job" 
or "I have no real skills 
to make it in the real 
world." No power can 
stop May 22 from 
arriving; 
,appearance 
inevitable. So, 
only be ready. 
its 
-is 
I can 
And I 
·am. Let me explain 
how I arrived at this 
conclusion. 
The imminence of 
graduation hit me the 
other night as I was 
lying in bed. I was 
pondering the idea 
Robert Pirsig explores 
in his novel Zen and 
the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance 
"Sometimes it's better to 
travel than it is to 
arrive." I have been 
enjoying the travel of 
the past four years at 
Rollins. Actually, riot-
al ways enjoying the 
Reflections 
travel, but atlempting 
to make every day 
count by experiencing 
the beautiful or ugly, 
depressing or 
stimulating, 
challenging or 
mundane parts of l_i.fe. 
And · yes, at times, I 
.. have seen some ugly, 
depressing anl 
mundane things. But I 
know I would have 
seen · them no matter 
where I was. Rollins, 
therefore, has been a 
growing-up process for 
me, and I mistakingly 
. thought that May 22 
would signify the end 
of that process. 
That night I was 
reviewing in my ever-
boggled mind the daily 
routine I had once 
again accomplished. 
The daily routine was 
not the same though. 
What was wrong? All 
~ days, to a large 
ex't&Rt, were alike: I 
woke up, exercised, 
went to class, did my 
work to a lesser degree 
than I have the 
potential to do, chatted 
with ~y friends, ate, 
and went to bed. 
Something had go:ne 
differently. This day 
was exciting, more 
spoi:ita~eous, less 
serious and yet I still 
accomplished all of the 
routine things. The 
day had been fresh, 
On Death 
by William Bartlett would take class on 
Saturday morning and 
I just spoke on the faces I saw the 
phone with a friend of previous week would 
mine, a dancer with the not be there, and would 
Atlanta Ballet. Every -. never be seen there 
time I speak with him again. I wonder if I 
or with one of my could stand it. What 
friends in New York, I kind of emotional toll 
am filled in on the most would it take on me to 
recent deaths. Deaths of look so closely at death 
people I knew, people all the time, to 
with whom I have lived constantly see friends 
and worked. I think of and colleagues die? I 
the list David recounted don't know. I just know 
tonight: Joey is dead, I am thankful not to be 
Tom is dead, Peter is so close to it. Now I get 
dead, Johnny is dead. the news over the 
Michael is in a coma. phone or in the New 
Antonio's lover died. York Times obituaries. I 
David goes on and on; I am distanced--and 
feel sick. The artistic grateful for it. 
director of the I think about 
Washington Ballet (one watching Mario die, 
of my former teachers) and how I didn't know 
is dead. The director of he was dying. The lover 
one of the major New of the director of the 
York companies has it. French ballet company 
David tells me of a where I worked, Mario 
dancer in the San danced principal roles 
Francisco Ballet with because of this 
AIDS; hardly more than relationship, and was 
a skeleton, he's still resented by the French 
performing. dancers. They 
I wonder what it expressed no sympathy 
would be like if I still when his body started 
lived and worked in to decay. We didn't 
New York, where I think it was AIDS. 
would see dying people Noticing a strain in his 
all around me. Where I re 1 at i on sh i p w i th 
inspiring. What had I tomorrow. How futile! 
done differently? I can There I w as 
tell you exactly. I had appreciating the 
met a stranger who was neatness of my day 
no longer a stranger. only to jump back to 
People are only my habitual 
strangers until you thoughts of the next 
meet them. I had read day. And yet, bow like 
an article that had me to do so. 
inspired me to write Futility · is my worst 
better. I had an enemy, so I allowed my 
incredible phone concentration to slip. 
conversation with my What I had just done 
father. We never have was important. I was 
communicative allowing myself to 
conversations, but on revel in thoughts that 
this day I had said what were important to me. 
I wanted to say and he .An idea then came to 
-reciprocated the effort. - me. If I could 
And I went sailing on a p p re c i at e th e 
Lake Virginia. Never uniqueness of that day, 
in the- .three years had I there was no reason 
been in or on the lake why I could not do the 
that al ways looked so same on and after May 
inviting. 22. No one was teiling 
That night · as I · rµe May 22 had to be 
approac·hed sleep, I different or was 
reminded myself of · the . necessarily different. I 
freezing-cold water was telling myself that 
that had splashed my lie. 
face and body. I had So, instead of 
been on Lake Virginia . . considering May 22 to 
ME! My ever-boggled · be the destination of 
mind that normally my four years · of 
consumed itself with traveling, I can 
monotonous thoughts anticipate it as one of 
of routineness was the most exciting days 
clear because of those of my trip. I may not 
small accomplishments, have Lake Virginia to 
Only momentarily did I sail on, or the pool to 
allow myself to think. of withdraw to when I am 
those successes. If I looking pale, or the 
thought about them for constant chatter of 
too long I might lose friends to occupy my 
my concentration on life, but what I will 
the robotic actions of have is the unknown, 
Alfonso, I thought he 
was having a nervous 
breakdown and 
marvelled at ho his 
emotional duress 
effected his body, 
making him weak, 
turning him into an old 
man in front of my 
eyes. He didn't belong 
on stage, and when he 
danced a princip'ai role 
in a Paris performance, 
we reacted with a 
mixture of horror and 
perverse satisfaction 
when someon~ in the 
audience yelled, "C'est 
scandale!" during his 
solo bow. Mario died of 
pneumonia a month 
after I left the 
company and returned 
to the States. Now the 
dancers are waiting for 
Alfonso to die, 
conjecturing over who 
the new director will 
be and whether he will 
like them or not. 
leather and earring he 
wears to gay bars while 
the company is . 
touring. I wonder if the 
wife will die of AIDS 
someday. 
I try to imagine 
THE FAR SIDE 
and for once that seems 
less scary. Out in the 
real world, there are 
many lakes, new 
friends, and the 
everlasting brilliance 
of the sun. Rollins has 
taught me enough to be 
affected by and 
receptive of that real 
world that may not be 
awaiting my presence, 
but better be ready for 
me. I know what to do 
in the face of storms of 
disappointment and the 
mundane. I can 
continue to grow on my 
trip via hard work, a 
healthy attitude, and a 
fresh spirit to live each 
day with more 
spontaneity. 
Maybe the date of 
my graduation has 
been my challenger; 
my motivation to feel 
this way. I refuse to 
accept defeat. As a 
senior, I made it here 
and I deserve all that 
graduation has to offer. 
I will say hello to it as I 
am learning to do on 
every other day of my-
life. May 22 will be 
different and so will -
the days thereafter. I 
will strive to c on t in u e 
my journey with m y 
eyes wide open and my 
· head held high, ready 
to meet new people, 
experience harder 
work, and find a new 
day to anticipate. 
what it must be like to 
be a homosexual, the 
fear they must live 
with, especially in a 
place like New York. 
But I can't do it. Even 
(contiued on pg.11) 
By GARY LARSON 
I think of people I 
know whose lifestyles 
put them in risk and 
wonder how long they 
will stay alive. I think 
of the director of one of 
my former companies, 
with his wife and two 
kids on the Upper West 
Side and the black 
"Our people are positioned on every street corner, 
commander .... Shall we commence with our plan 
to gradually eliminate thes~ creatures?,, 
50 HOii/ A80IJT ff, MIKE.? 
. YOU IA/ANT TD GO A/AJAY 
· WITH M& FOR A 
IA/&&f<&N[)? \ 
50! NI-IAT HAV& YOU 
Ta/0 K/05 8&&N UP 
1 TO LAT&lY? \ 
.;. ~•:.,:'-\~~ 
: =---'~ 
- ~~ ~ ---=---
L 
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oone 
BY G.B. TRUDEAU 
I'P LIKE. THAT 
W~7HAN 
ANY7HING 
IN TH/3 IUOl<U?, 
NICOIE. 
I 
~\V¾ 
l5THATA 
Y&5?HOW 
ABCVTNex.T 
IA/lfef<&N()? 
\ . 
al/ill, YOU IA/HAT? TH/J;TS 
KNOW I'M 6R&AT.' NO, I 
PR/36NANT, /)/[}N'T l<NOU/l 
Of COUR.~... \ 
I ✓~ f(i:"c'--- ~v,=,, 
YOIJ ANP NICO!£? 
He&,Ht&l W&ll-, 
THANK.SFOR 
~~ CLEARING 7HAT 
rf' ~ UPFORME,Mlf<E.! 
· r ~~) \ 
,,, '-.7 
YOU HAV8 TO TAK& LAMAU.! YOU 
HAV& 7D 6&TA 816&/iR.. APAR:T-
M&t-lT/ YOU HAV& 70 G&T l/R3 
IN5UR.- ' ~vvv• ..-r~ 
ANCE/ ~~ ~ 
~ 
CHECK tu/TH 
MYWIF8. 
RIGHT. 
\ 
CL&ARING 
aJHATUP'? 
I 
~rFt-; 
I? --
YOU KNOW, 
M/Ke, IT'S 
PO$/BU: 
YOU'R&NOT 
fi!eAl)Y FOR 
TH/'3. \ 
rv&BeEN 
Tl?flN6 TO 
R/3MEMBER 
.a/H6THERI 
aJLISSTONW 
·]ON/6/fT. 
I 
YOU HAV& 7D YOU HAVe 7D 
!?&-~!~ RE-RE6!5"TER. 
A5A R&Pt.JB- A5 A'REPUB-
UCAN. /,/CAN/ 
I / 
_--,e:;~ 
~ ~,..... 
II 
B 
L 
0 
0 
M 
C 
0 
u 
N 
T 
y 
OH 81/.i. ... 5'f!V€ 115KEP Me 
1lJ ml YO(I 1Hlfr H€ 15 
/t11/NN£f? 7lJ IJ(XJK YOt/R 
BIG Clllr1€M:-K /NffRV!€W 
ON 1Ht. •p1MIJ t.ertEKMAN 
5HOW" NEXT W~K. HE WANTS 
YOVI? 1?€ACT10N. 
/ 
I AM H€r<€ TO PICK 
VP MY Ct.l!NT FOi?. H/5 
SOON-10-8! lEG€NPAr<Y 
INT!Kl/!€W ON 1HG 
''fJAVl(J leTi€f(.IMN 
Sl1'W'' 10MOl?I.OW. , 
NIGHT/ 
H f" 
------ ~ ii 
I N€€CJ 
1WO TlCK€rS 10 
N~W YORK CITY. 
GOT ANY ,5€/ffS l€fT 
SIR? 
IN~ CIW~~€i, S€CT70N _? 
. \._ ,., 
·-~/ J 
liE1 I 
---
lf/J 
unlTEO . 
I f10 8€ll€1/€ I 
6<JT /rf€ A SH/Ii€ 
\ 
Mf/.5l ~ NO/ NO/ 
HllHJACK€R / Off/C€!( ... H€'6 
~ 11 fR€5/J'r%KIAN. 
\ 
MllO / 1H/S IS 5T€V€ / 
IM 81/CKSTA&e RT 1H€ 
l€TT€RMI/N SHOW ... 1H~Y'V€ 
GOT (15 IN A ROOM Flll€CJ 
Wl1H ./NSAN€ P€(Jfl~ IINCJ 
1H€IR W€lf?P f€rs / 
f 
ANP NOW.. WIIKf 1H€ K/1?6, 
CAU 111€ N€/GHBOK5 ... IT'S 
11~ f(l<( ''577/17/P P€r TRICKS.'' 
FIRS'r (If' 15 Ml?. 5~'1€ 
/lAUA6 IJNP HIS CAT, .Bill. 
~----..r 
SO WH€R€ /6 H€.? WH€R€-
/S 171€ LITT/.£ 11(/IVOtTA 1. 
Alt. 6K00/r1€(} AN!l fR€f'fe/? 
FOi? HIS llli'MV1TIC CO/t1€B!1CK 
ON Nl1T!ONIU- TV; 
I !Wf~IIM€ .. 
'----
~€S8 1TfRIAN? 
7H€Y NO, .. NON€ 
Hl1HJl1CK€ff ~ ? 50 rllf?. 
\6 \ 
· ,. JfJST WHIIT 
KINfl Ofr/K,.K-
SHOW IS 1H.IS, 
ANYWAY_?/ 
\ 
, ,rt 
· ;s 
A ' J,{ 
..:..: ( '! ,,,. 
(,~T£ ,;,~:, . 
Z9 'IJ 
€XCVStM€,, 
MY fYmON 
"Hll&&Y'' IS 
&NIN& YOCJP. 
CM'S fOOT 
11 l-OV€. HVG. 
{,{}{)K, l£11El?MfW .. Wf CAM€ 
m PO IW IIYTE"!M&W. 8/tL, 
fl6R€, IS A Rf-M STIii( 
/WP 11 R€C€Nrl-Y !<€- HAV€ 
FORM€fl COK€ HIM PO 
r!€Nf?... NOW- - ,q 11?/CK/ 
~ 
~ 
~?' /,ij, . 
~ 
.... 
J(J5T 
1H€M 6RGNflP&S SWOll€N 
IN HIS /r',O</TH .1 t.YMPH N0!1€S. 
\ 
TRrJ5TM€ ... 
H€~ 6(l{N0 
W€1iPONS.1 
MYG0/1.,, 
{.fX¥</1 iH/,5 /I 
11 SNAKe IS · 
SWl1LlOWIN& HE. toves 
Bill '5 /£6.f 10 GIVf. HC/&S .. 
I 1HIIT'6 M-IY 
~CAU. HIM 
''HU&&Y:' 
I 
A rR.ICK.? YOU 
Wf/Nt A 11?/CK ? FIN(. .. 
H€R£'6 11 *~*v 
rRICK ... 
\ 
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H€'5 &or 
MIXE/1 
Fef-t,IN&~ 
~BOI/T1r/ 
I 
Pffr. 
&€TA 
H06€. 
I 
NON€ 'c€PT HIS 
BR£// Tl-/ ... COi/Li? 
Kill It PIG f! T 
FIFTY F€€--
\ 
,,. 
r 
BILL , &O 
1HKOW UPA 
HAIR EMU 
ON ffKJl 
5HAff€f?.. 
irr~tJOJII< _ 
/0 
mw "HU&&Y" 
IS HrJ&GIN(J 
H/8 H€IW/ 
MlJOfl.l 
7JIIIT '5 rr FOR 
1DNl6!-I( f01-K6 / 
6COPN/f;,flT/ 
/Jl?!Vtf ?AFEC.Y/ 
I 
r-::: .:=:::;::====;;;i 
I 
DoonesBury, Tlie Far Side, and Calvin and Hobbes appear daily in the 
Orlando Sentinel. 
May, 1988 
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1'~£ BEEN R~Dl~G 
UP ON P~LEONTClOGY 
'5 AM~I\NG 
SC.\EN1\STS C~N TElL·\-\0"' 
OLD SOME™\NG \S j\)ST 
B'I ~N~l'<l\NG 1\-\£ l~~E.RS 
Of D\RT rrs \N. 
~~C\-l~ECJ\.aG\STS O\G S\..()Wt< EP-.C.\4 ROCK \-\~S 10 BE 
~p CJ\REfU\..Li, VS\NG SMM.l, PMNST~¥.\NG L'< BR\lS~EO 
. DE.l\CA1£ TCX>L5. ,.._--, f\~'v SC.RM>£D 51::J ~CH\-\\~G 
\CS. B~Y~.EN OR M \'55£.D. 
I 
GOS\\, W\-\~, US\ ff 
\X) 'iO'J S\lms£ F SC WE 
ff \S? 
r;, 
~ 
IT'S (OMPLETI:L'( M~'{8£. 
\ NT ~CT, TOO! 1\-\E R£ST 
'tH~~, A. OV T\.\E 
D\SC~\JER'l ! SKE\£TOt-\ 
IS NE~RB't! 
., 
;;; 
u 
'6 
C 
>, 
"' ., 
., 
a: 
! 
\-\OBBt.S ~ND I ARE GO\NG 
ON t\N ARC\J.f!i..'f.CLGG\CAL 
E)(PED\T\ON. 
\ 
Cp 
~ 
~t;.::;i__ 
:g 
~ 
@ 
'<E~H ! \\= ~E CAN ~IND 1\-tE 
'N~OLE 11-H\\\G, ~E'll BE 
'NORU) ~ ~MO\lS ! 
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., 
;;; 
u 
'6 ;. 
"' ..
., 
., 
a: 
\F i0\l'R£ lOO'te\t-{G ffiR 
FOSS\L\IED REMA\NS, ~0\) 
S\-\0\JU) D\G 1\-IROUG\-\ ~OUR 
ARG-\~EOlOG\STS 
~~\JE 114EMosT 
M\N\1-N\lMB\NG · 
JOB ON T\-\E 
PL~NIT. 
£D~i 
A~ 
n\\roJS 
~ov . 
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Sports of the Spur: 
Conley, Tayrien Win Sandspur/WPRK Honors 
by Michael Truax 
'"The Sandspur Athlete of the 
Year Award' is given annually to 
the man and woman who: shows 
excellence in his or her sport ( s), 
displays steady improvement 
from the previous year, shows 
team leadership and the ability 
to blend in with his or her 
teammates both on and off the 
field, exerts a 110% effort day in 
and out, shows the responsibility 
and ability to meet all of the 
demands of his or her coach, 
exemplifies fair play, team p 1 a y , 
and the insatiable desire to win. 
Tayrien 
THE WINNERS OF THIS AW ARD 
ARE TO BE CONSIDERED THE MOST 
WELL ROUNDED ATLETES OF THE 
YEAR IN -ROLLINS COLLEGE 
ATHLETICS." 
-established on March 
28, 1983 
by David Greenberg 
former Sandspur Sports 
Editor · 
The -coveted 1 9 8 7 - 8 8 
Sandspur/WPRK Athlete of the 
Year A wards go to Greg Conley 
and Kim Tayrien. Greg, a 6-3 200 
lb . senior, has been the starting 
catcher of the baseball team for 
the past four y ears, and has 
shown improvement each year. 
This season he tied for the team 
lead in batting average at .337, 
and also led the team with 1 1 
homeruns and 50 RBIs in on 1 y 
208 plate appearances. 
Defensively, Greg committed 
only 6 errors. In 1987, Conley 
was First Team ABCA All-South 
and Sunshine State Conference, 
hitting .:!99 with 44 RBIs. 
Overall, Greg's production and 
leadership will be sorely missed 
in 1989. 
Meanwhile, Kim Tayrien has 
been the heart and soul of the 
women's basketball team for the 
past three years. A junior from 
Rome, Ga., Kim was recently 
named First-Team All -American 
by the American Women's Sports 
Federation (A WSF). Leading the 
Lady Tars with a 23. 7 scoring 
average, Tayrien helped the 
Baseball Team Statistics 
. ** FlNAL HI'ITJNi STATS ** 
NAME ••.••••••••••••• GP •• AB •• H •• R .. RBI 2B. 3B. HR. 88 •• SO. SB. SBA TB. SAC HP. GWRBI PO •• AS. E •• F.AVG SLUG. B.AVG 
BALL,HARRY 
BELLINGER,CLAY 
BELLINI,JOE 
CARD,DARRELL 
COFFIE,TREY · 
CONLEY,GREG 
OVORAK,DOUG 
GARRISON,DAN 
JANUS,PETE 
KOEHLER,KURT 
MASTRANGELO,ADAM 
PELLECCHIA,JOHN 
PIJANOWSICI,LARRY 
SEYMOUR,FRED 
STREETAR,TOM--
NATKINS,TIM \ 
SO 205 69 51 27 14 l S 24 24 19 25 99 3 l 
22 73 18 13 12 3 l l 8 17 5 5 26 2 0 
32 103 26 18 13 2 2 0 17 19 1 2 32 l 2 
7 11 1 l 1 0 O 0 
3 3 1 l O O O 0 
51 208 70 44 50 17 3 11 
42 161 48 19 33 7 0 8 
8 11 3 1 2 l O 0 
4 2 2 2 1 l 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 30 4 5 124 5 2 
9 24 0 0 78 3 0 
0 2 0 0 4 0 1 
49 180 56 34 27 6 l l 26 18 2 2 67 3 2 
45 . 153 40 26 26 7 0 9 10 20 0 2 74 8 ·2 
26 93 22 16 19 5 0 l 6 14 l l 31 l l 
44 160 46 32 · 36 8 0 ~ . 23 . 29 2 2 68 5 0 
50 214 71 39 27 5 2 2 
4 313 0 0 0 0 
6 21 14 17 86 5 2 
0 l l 1 1 0 0 
52 181 49 32 15 S O -0 32 23 9 12 53 6 l 
23 72 20 12 12 4 0 0 5 14 0 0 24 l 0 
508 1831 541 342 300 84 10 43 179 258 60 76 768 44 14 
** FINAL P:rICHIN:; STATS ** 
2 116 132 18 0.932 0.483 0.337" 
2 52 34 5 0.945 0.356 0.247 
l 18 49 7 0.905 0.311 0.252 
0 7 8 3 0.833 0.091 0.091 
3 - 0 0 1.000 0.000 0.333 
4 326 22 6 0.983 0.596 0.337 
5 72 4 4 0.950 0.484 0.298 
0 19 l 0 1.000 0.364 0.273 
2 50 l 2 0.962 0.372 0.311 
3 66 142 30 0.874 0.484 0.261 
0 24 so 10 0.881 0.333 0.237 · 
2 366 14 6 0.984 0.425 0.288 
2 76 2 2 0.975 0.402 0.332 
0 3 0 0 1.000 0.333 . 0.333 
0 115 3 2 0.983 0.293 0.271 
2 29 2 3 0.912 0.333 0.278 
25 1342 464 98 0.949 0.419 0.295 
Greg Conley 
team capture its first ever SSC 
Championship with a 26 -3 
overall record . In 1986-87 , she 
was named Third Team All-
American by the A WSF and was 
First Team All-SSC, after 
averaging 17. 3 ppg and 8 .6 
rebounds. 
Presentati on of the awards 
will take place Monday, May 9 at 
the 1988 AU--Sports Banquet at 
6:30 p.m. in the Enyart-Alumni 
Fieldhouse. Congratulations Greg 
an~ Kim! 
Oyvind Klausen ~ 
Now a Lion! 
Pho to by Rebert Hartley 
NAME ........ : •••••••• APP IP •••• a ... ER •• e ... so.~ BB .. BF •• 1B. 28. 38. HR. LOB HP. WP. CG. SHO w •• L •• SA. BBR •• PCT •• ERA •. 
BELLINGER,CLAY 
CAMILLE,MARC 
CONNELLY,CHRIS 
FLYNN,DAVID 
GAILEY, WILLIAM 
HE:LMICK,ROB 
LYNCB,MUE 
NEYER,MATT 
ROBERTS,GARY 
RODRIGUEl,TODD 
SONAGLIA,IIARlt 
11 48.98 36 34 72 29 7 226 52 12 1 7 40 2 3 l O 3 2 0 6.99 0.60 6.24 
11 16.32 18 15 27 10 11 88 17 4 1 5 17 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 1.48 0.00 8.27 
4 7.33 15 11 14 2 5 38 9 2 0 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.46 0.00 13.50 
28 41.32 18 8 45 23 19 190 32 11 2 0 58 1 0 0 0 1 1 5 2.17 0.50 1.74 
2 3 4 4 5 2 5 18 4 l 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.60 0.00 12.00 
6 8.65 18 14 19 10 S 56 10 7 
13 54.32 40 31 53 42 41 265 45 2 
11 38.32 28 17 47 26 13 185 37 6 
5 8.66 l l 7 7 4 42 7 0 
17 118.64 74 53 122 . 87 45 530 81 23 
17 117.65 72 60 128 98 34 500 82 26 
125 458 324 248 53~ 336 189 2138 376 94 
l 1 14 2 1 
l 5 53 3 7 
l 3 36 3 0 
0 0 12 2 l 
7 11 102 5 14 
6 14 81 3 6 
20 49 422 22 34 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
8 
0 0 0 
0 3 5 
0 3 3 
0 0 0 
0 6 7 
l 9 7 
1 25 27 
0 1.73 o.oo 14.56 
2 1.32 0.38 5.13 
0 2.94 0.50 3.99 
0 2.16 o.oo 1.03 
0 2.63 0.46 4.02 
0 3.46 0.56 4.58 
9 2.,2 0.48 4.87 
Former Rollins soccer star 
Oyvind Klausen recently 
joined the Orlando Lions of 
the newly formed American 
Soccer League. Oyvind should 
make an immediate impact 
for the Lions. Good luck 
Oyvind! 
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At the Theatre .... 
with Roger Siskel 
During the 1987-88 
season, the Rollins 
Players and the Annie 
Russell Theatre put on 
eight shows. They 
started the year off 
with the annual Bits 
and Pie.ces, performed 
for the incoming 
freshmen. The 
successive productions 
were; The _Threepenny 
Opera, The Philadelphia 
Story, The Real Thing, 
Revenge of the Lawn, 
Othello, and Noises Off! 
Student Dave 
Dusseault wrote and 
directed the one act 
play Revenge of the 
Lawn at the Fred Stone 
Theatre. About a 
family and its 
memories, this very 
professional 
production was highly 
praised. 
The last play being 
offered by the Rollins 
Players will be The 
Elephant Man at the 
Fred Stone Theatre. 
Directed by Student 
Michael Garuckis, this 
play will star Dave 
Garone as John year? Recently, the 
Merrick and . Rick Annie Russell Theatre 
Juergens as Treves. It announced their plans 
will open on Friday, for next year, their 
May 13. 57th season. 
In the beginning of The year will s tart 
t.Q.e year, the theatre off with The 1940 's 
department was proud Radio Hour, a musical 
to announce the filled with nostalgia 
generous gift of almost that takes place during 
one million dollars World War II. 
from alumna Priscilla At the end of the Falt 
Parker for the term A. R. Gumey's The 
establishment of a Dining Room will be 
theatre sch o 1 a rs hip. presented. This play 
This year, the three focuses on the slowly 
recipients were seniors disappearing values of 
·Eddie Bowz, Aid en the upper class. 
Garrity, and Georgia During the Winter 
Sattele. term, they will present 
In addition to all Tartuffe, a classic by 
this, th e Roll.ins Moliere. This play 
Players -hosted a n- examines the evil of 
informal discussion religious fanaticism 
with Donald Cram when and foolishness of non-
he visited the campus believers. 
recently. When Cram In March, they will. 
was a student, he was present All My Sons, 
active in the theatre written by Arthur 
and did appear in Miller. This - classic 
several _ productions at deals with guilt, 
the Annie Russell. responsibility towards 
They've certainly society, and the family. 
had a busy and The season will close 
productive season, but ·with Neil Simon's 
can they top it next comedy Biloxi B 1 u es. 
This is a sequel to hi s 
Brighton Be a ch 
Memoirs. In this play, 
Eugene joins the Army 
and has ;problems with 
the daily "mess" and 
the stereotypical D.I. 
He also manages to fall 
in love. 
Priscilia Parker Theatre Scholarships recipients, Gearge 
Sattele, Eddie Bonz, and Aiden Garrity (left to right). 
The Rollins Players 
have certainly set an 
ambitious schedule . for 
themselves next year. 
With the fantastic job 
they did this year, we 
know they can handle 
it. But can they top 
themselves? We will 
know by the end of 
next season. 
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Spike McClure and Nancy Hower in a scene from the 
"Real Thing" 
Psychic. at Rollins 
You may remember an article in the 
November, 1987 issue of the Sand~spur about 
psychic N-0reen Renier. As it happens the article 
was not double checked by the editors and 
contained many defamatory and possibly libelous 
statements. I, as the new editor, would like to 
extend the Sandspur's deepest apologies to Ms. 
Renier on behalf of those who preceded me. 
Ms. Renier describes herself as "a 
professional psychic with more than 12 years 
experience as a teacher, investigator, and 
lecturer." In her capacity as teacher and 
lecturer, she currently teaches a popular course 
at Rollins called; ESP: An Awareness. Ms. Renier 
believes that psychic ability is "within each of 
us." Her course is sure to satisfy the curiosity of 
even the most pragmatic of skeptics. 
VCR Video Review: Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid 
by Michael Scotchie 
You've got plenty 
of film critics t e 11 in g 
you which new flicks 
you've just got to see. 
But who's there to tell 
you VCR owners which 
movies to rent? Why, I · 
am, of course. It's time 
you had a little order iri 
your lives, a little 
meaning. All you need 
is my unbiased opinion 
of what is good and 
what is bad. The movie 
of the month reviewed 
here will either be so 
awful that it's worth 
seeing for i t s 
laughability, or else it 
_ is one that grows o n 
you with each time you 
watch it. One additional 
note: chances are you'd 
understand the s e 
reviews better if you 
have seen the movie 
previously. After I'vew 
seen a movie several 
times, some lines and 
scenes that I probably 
didn't notice the first 
time take on new 
meaning and emphasis. 
s ·o don't feel left out if I 
don't seem io make 
sense. See the movie. B e 
the movie. 
I'll start first with a 
controversial guy • 
Steve Martin. Either 
you love him or you 
. hate him or you put u p 
with him for your 
boyfriend's sake. This 
issue's movie is• his 
Dead Men Don't Wear 
Plaid, in which S t eve 
plays . gumshoe Rigby · 
Reardon, a j a v a 
drinkin', go on 
brawlin', broad abusin' 
kind of guy. He takes a 
lot of hard knocks . on 
the job . as he 
investigates the death 
of a beautiful (of 
course) woman's 
father, but he's got a 
cliche for every 
occasion. The woman, 
play·ed by -Jacqueline 
Ward, unwittingly 
manages to complicate 
the d.etective's job and 
life · by softening his 
tough heart. It's the 
first time Rigby cared 
more for a dame than a 
good cup of jave. 
Martin surrounds 
himself with talen; 
there's Fred 
Mac Murray, Bette 
Davis, Humphrey 
Bogart, James Cagney 
and more, all playin' -
bit parts in Steve's 
movie (actually, Steve 
just took old film clips 
and built his scenes 
around them. Real 
actors cost money, you 
know). Carl Reiner 
directed this little 
black-and-white romp 
and also played the 
butler of Rigby's 
voluptuous client. 
But wait a minute; 
there's more to this 
movie than big names 
and non-stop action. 
It's got everything. It's 
got violence: "Cleaning 
were 
[shot] 
only 
warm 
arm 
thirig 
and 
wasn't 
that 
my 
the 
was 
woman!" It's got 
(continued on pg.11) romance: "Her lips 
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but the 5"tt:re~,;y of State dee/in 
.omm-enf oh the lat-est round of tat/rs •. 
. l}nd -today fhe A-1 L;fe Raft Co. il.Sue 
s-fi:dement recal/;'1_9 Sqooo of ;f.s smal 
bber boars due to defed.ve 9/ue us~c/ 
,n their mQnufadur(?1 ccws,ng fhe hoats 
o5 e air and gradually 5in/( over q mt1tl, 
fewday.s. -. 
now lefts go fo L9u J;,c-k.s 
r whab ~appe";l'IJ in sports 
/ 
Classified Ads: 
Insulation installers needed. Will 
train dependable people. Great 
pay. Call 678-6878 
APPLY NOW FOR PART-TIME 
WORK THIS SUMMER 
AND/ORNEXT FALL! Students 
needed to work on Fortune 5 0 0 
Companies' Marketing Programs 
on campus. 3-4 flexible hours 
each week. CALL TODAY 
1-800-821-1543 
Are you having a loft built next 
fall? Have it done before you get 
here! I also take down & store 
lofts. Call Scott #1903 
LOTTERY RESULTS: Call 976-
0007 for instant 24 hour LOTTO 
and CASH 3 winning numbers, 
.45/call, Dial 976- 0007 
PERSONAL TYPING SERVICE 
For fast, neat 
typing services 
679-4006. 
and reasonable 
casll Nancy at 
Nation's leader in Quality 
Prog·rams for Youth at 
Risk has immediate 
· openings for: 
* Counselors 
* Teachers 
* Social Workers 
in year 'round wilderness 
education sysem. Seeking 
career minded, dedicated 
individuals with a sincere 
desire to help kids. 
Backgrou,nd in Psych, 
Sociology, Recreation, 
Spec. Ed, or related 
human service field 
helpful. 
Excellent salary and 
benefits including college 
accredited training. 
Current openings in FL, 
NC, RI, VT and NH. Write 
or call: 1/800/554-4357. 
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH 
ALTERNATIVES, INC. EOE 
P.O. Box 7450 M/F 
Clearwater, FL. 34618 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
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REE 
st MONTH 
On Any Size 
Available 
New Customers 
Only 
OAKFflDGE 
I 851-11as 1 
235 E. OAKRIDGE 
( 
JUST WEST OF ) 
ORANGE AV. 
HWY. F-92 FERN. PARK 
I 830-93961 
720 HWY. 17-92 - FERN PARK 
(1 Ml. NORTH OF MAITLAND EXCHANGE) 
RESIDENT 
MANAGERS 
Personal 
• • IDIDI 
Storage 
_,.... 
APOPKA 
IBBS-44221 
1225 HWY. 436 
(1 Ml. EAST OF APOPKA) 
• Outside Parking for RVs, boats, 
cars, campers & equipment 
• Month to Month 
• 4 x 5 to 20 x 40 unit size 
• Electricity Available 
EDGEWATER 1-
1299-30431 
6325 EDGEWATER DR. 
{ 
1¼ Ml. N. OF LEE RD. ) 
N. OF ALL AMERICAN 
. . 
EAST HWY. 50 
I 273-1668 I: 
7200 E. OLD CHENEY HWY. 
(OLD CHENEY AT GOLDENROD) 
Househofd • Commercial • Convenient O Safe • Fenced • Lighted 
' 
VCR Review Continued From p.10 
throbbing." It's got 
extended metaphors: 
"Dames are all alike. 
They reach down your 
throat and grab your 
heart. Then they pull it 
out, throw it on the 
floor and step on it 
with their high heels 
and spit on it. They put 
it in the oven and cook 
the shit out of it, and 
then they serve it and 
you're supposed to say, 
"Gee honey, I love it. 11 
And best of all, it's 
,·loaded with ·. advice: "I 
remember what Marlo 
told me 12 years ago: 
'Dead men don't wear 
plaid. ' ... Dead men don't 
wear plaid .... I still 
haven't figured out 
what that means. 11 
It's a Steve classic. 
Four stars and a lottery 
ticket. 
Reflections Continued From p.5 
hough I have known 
·many homosexual 
people, I know little of 
how homosexuals live. I 
imagine most of them 
live much like I do, just 
trying -to get on in · a 
complex and confusing 
world. My friend in 
Atlanta is gay, 
frightened--and 
celibate. But D.avid 
never was 
promiscuous, never 
adopted the kind of 
lifestyle some people -
automatically associate 
with homosexuality, 
and assumption as 
absurd as thinking all 
single heterosexuals 
are wildly promiscuous. 
But just as there are 
straight peple who 
abuse others, there are · 
gay people guilty of 
this as well. No one 
group of people has an 
exclusive claim on 
using others as objects. 
There is no way to 
approach the AIDS 
problem with a 
simplistic attitude. 
Johnny danced in the 
New York City Ballet. 
Born in raised in North 
Carolina, as far as I 
could tell from my 
slight acquaintance 
with him he was just a 
soft-spoken, polite and 
hard-working . guy, 
earning a living, doing 
h i s work 
conscienciously. He's 
dead now. I know 
nothing more than 
that. Maybe he was 
guilty of the kind of 
perverse promiscuity I 
find so repulsive'. 
Probably not. But just 
one ill-advised 
encounter can bring 
death. 
AIDS has me scared 
and confuse. Everytime 
I hear about another 
former acquaintance 
from my New York 
years dying a gruesome 
death at the age of 26 or 
30, I feel complex 
emotions. The thought 
of what they went 
through as they 
watched their bodies 
deteriorate and waited 
for the release of death 
is horrifying. I think 
of the compassion of 
their friends who 
shared the agony. I also 
feel a reluctance to 
think about what is in 
store for our society in 
the years ahead. 
Yes, the 
overwhelming 
majority of victims 
have been I-V drug 
addicts and 
homosexuals who have 
had many sexual 
partners. But I see h o w 
we as~ a society react to 
AIDS: I think of those 
those young b o y s , 
forced to leave their 
home in the small 
Florida town of Arcadia, 
feared and rejected by 
their community. They 
committed no sin. 
Mentioning sin I 
must . ask myself what 
sin Johnny committed. 
Being gay? Being in 
I 
the wrong place at the 
wrong dme? I can't 
pass judgment on his 
life. 
I think of how t h e 
dance wor 1 d must be so 
used to facing d e at h , 
with e v e r y o n e 
connected to i t 
knowing scores of dead 
and dying dancers, 
designers, directors, 
teachers, and writers. I 
contrast this with a 
Rollins student's 
comment that A I D S 
• won't seem like a re a 1 
concern until someone 
we know dies of it. 
ATTENTION SENIORS! Do 
you own a fridge or 
answering machine 
that you n .o longer 
need? The Rollins Pulse 
is in need of the above 
to furnish our new 
office (we will b u y 
them from you). Ca 11 
Robert Hartley at 646-
2743 if you can help us 
out. 
The 
How to 
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Sandspur's Top Ten List: 
Outsmart Campus Sprinklers 
#10. Rent A Wet Suit At a · Local Dive Shop 
#9. Send Women and Children First 
#8. Use a Polevault and Surprise 
Everyone 
#7 Hijack a local SkyCopter arid Soar 
Across Campus 
#6 Cut ·Off City Water Lines When 
Nobody's Looking 
#5 Get An Official Campus Safety Steel 
Plated Uniform at Kmart 
#4 · When They're Not Looking~ Beat Them 
Senseless With French Bread Sticks 
From Beans 
#3 Try Metal-Cutting Lawnmowers 
#2 At Night Divert Sprinkler Pipes To 
Showers In · McKean 
#1 Set Mine Fields Around Sp r in~ I er _s 
And Claim· They Cause Sinkholes 
"OK, folksl ... It's a wrapl" 
Itt 
rrr ;1 
